Let G = GL"(q). q a prime power, and let r be an odd prime not dividing q. Let s be a semisimple element of G of order prime to r and assume that r divides <7dc&|Al -1 for all elementary divisors A of s. Relating representations of certain Hecke algebras over symmetric groups with those of G, we derive a full classification of all modular irreducible modules in the r-block B, of G with semisimple part s. The decomposition matrix D of Bs may be partly described in terms of the decomposition matrices of the symmetric groups corresponding to the Hecke algebras above. Moreover D is lower unitriangular. This applies in particular to all /--blocks of G if r divides q -1. Thus, in this case, the /--decomposition matrix of G is lower unitriangular.
Introduction. The modular representation theory of finite groups of Lie type defined over a field of characteristic p is naturally divided into the cases of equal characteristic r = p and unequal characteristic r =£ p. This paper begins the study of decomposition numbers in the unequal characteristic case of the finite general linear groups when r > 2.
Let G be the full linear group of degree n over G¥(q) and 2 # r be a prime not dividing q. Let s G G be semisimple and consider the geometric conjugacy class (s)G of irreducible characters corresponding to the G-conjugacy class of s. Using basic properties of the Deligne-Lusztig operators introduced in [7] we will determine a parabolic subgroup P = Ps of G and a cuspidal irreducible character of x of P such that (s)G is just the set of constituents of xc, the induced character. Let {R, R, K} be an /--modular system for G and M a AfP-module affording x-Then EndKG(Mc) is called the Hecke algebra of M (compare [5] ) and has been calculated in a more general context by R. B. Howlett and G. I. Lehrer in [12] . It turns out that . Choosing a special /^-lattice S in M, and using the classification of the /--blocks of RG given by P. Fong and B. Srinivasan in their fundamental paper [9] , we will show that End-RG(RSG) = R[W] for every choice of R g {R, R, K} if s g G satisfies certain conditions (Hypothesis 2.4), which are fulfilled, in particular, if the order of s is prime to r. This generalizes parts of [12] . We define a certain subalgebra A of RG, which does not arise from a subgroup of G, and which will play the role of an inertia algebra of S in G. Using this algebra we will prove a homological lemma of Clifford type (Lemma 3.7) , which enables us to connect the submodule structure of SG and Ä [W] . It is a well-known theorem that K[W] = KW, the usual group algebra of W over K. This does not remain true, in general, if we replace Af by R or R. But there is an important special case where R[W] s RW canonically, namely if r divides qdc% A-l for all elementary divisors of s, and we may apply then the known facts of the representation theory of symmetric groups.
Thus let s be a semisimple /-'-element of G and assume that r divides gdegA-l for all elementary divisors A of s. By [9] there is just one r-block B of RG with semisimple part s and the union of the geometric conjugacy classes (sy)G, where y runs through a Sylow /--subgroup D of CG(s), is just the set of irreducible characters in B. Note that r divides qáe&T -1 for all elementary divisors T of sy, too. We define a sequence 1 = yx,...,ykin D such that t¡ = sy¡ satisfies Hypothesis 2.4, so we may apply the results of § §3 and 4 to the geometric classes (¡,)c. This leads to a full classification of the irreducible ÄG-modules contained in B. We obtain parts of the decomposition matrix of B in terms of the decomposition matrices of Wt (1 < i < k), the Weyl group of Cc(t¡). In particular, we show that the irreducible characters and irreducible Brauer characters in B may be ordered such that the decomposition matrix of B has generalized lower triangular form with one's in the main diagonal, a fact known for the decomposition matrices of symmetric groups. As a corollary we get that a cuspidal irreducible character is an irreducible Brauer character if it is restricted to the set of r '-elements of G for all primes r which divide q -1. In fact, it seems to be likely that this holds in general.
Throughout this paper we will use the standard notation Z, R, etc. for the integers, real numbers respectively. If not stated otherwise, all occurring modules are finitely generated right modules. All rings are Ä-free, finite dimensional Ä-algebras for some domain R. For an Ä-algebra A and an A -module M, we denote the Jacobson radical of M by J(M). The factor module M/J(M) is called the head of M.
The author is very indebted to P. Fong and B. Srinivasan for many helpful suggestions and discussions.
1. First let us fix some notation. Throughout this paper let «7 be a power of some fixed prime p. Let F = GF(q) be the finite field with q elements and G = GLn(q) the full linear group of degree n over F for a fixed natural number n. Let R be a discrete rank one valuation ring with maximal ideal J(R) (the Jacobson radical of R), and assume that the quotient field Af of R has characteristic zero, and R = R/J(R) is a field of characteristic r > 0 for some odd prime r + p. For an Ä-module V we will write RV or V for R ®RV = V/J(R)V, and KV for K ®RV.
Furthermore, we will choose R such that K and R are both splitting fields for all subgroups of G.
Next we will describe briefly the semisimple conjugacy classes and the irreducible characters of G, where we mostly adopt the notation of [9] .
So let X be an indeterminant and let & be the set of monic irreducible polynomials in X over F, different from the polynomial p( X) = X. For A g J^, s g G and k g N let deg A be the degree of A, k(A) g GlA.deg K(q) the matrix direct sum of k copies of the companion matrix of A and mA(s) the multiplicity of A as elementary divisor of s. If s G G is semisimple, all elementary divisors of í are contained in ß', hence s is conjugate in G to Y[Ke^mK(s)(k), where FI stands for matrix direct sum, and factors of multiplicity zero have to be dropped. This is just the rational canonical form of 5 and is uniquely determined up to the order of the factors. So let us make the following convention: First we order J^ to tally such that deg A < deg T (A, T g Jf) implies A < F. All occurring products will be taken in this fixed order, and, in the following, FI, L, U, etc. always mean llAej¡r, £A<Ejr, UA(EJF, etc. With this convention { n*A(A)|0 < kA g N,EA:
is a full set of representatives of semisimple conjugacy classes of G. For semisimple s = rimA(î)(A) in G, the centralizer CG(s) of i in G is given by
where we identify GF(<¡rdeg A) with the subring of the (deg A X deg A)-matrix ring over F generated by F and ( A ).
For the notation of maximal tori, regular, parabolic and Levi subgroups we refer to [15] . In particular, recall that the set of all diagonal matrices in G is a maximal torus of G, the standard split torus T0. The Weyl group WG = W0 of G is defined to be NG(T0)/T0, where NG(T0) denotes the normalizer of 7f0 in G. In the following, we identify always W0 with the subgroup of all permutation matrices in G, which is canonically isomorphic to Sn, the symmetric group on n letters (permuting the natural basis of the natural module for G). The G-conjugacy classes of maximal tori are in bijection with the conjugacy classes of W0, hence with partitions of n. More precisely, to the partition X = (V1,.. .,nr") of n we may construct a representative Tx of the corresponding G-conjugacy class of maximal tori in the following way: First, for 1 < i < n choose an irreducible polynomial A g ^"whose roots generate GY(q') over F = G¥(q). Then, as above, F and (A) generate a subalgebra F¡ of the / X /-matrix over & isomorphic to GF(<7')-Now define Tx = (F*)r-X • • • X(Fx*)ri < G (matrix direct sum), where F* denotes the multiplicative group of Ft (1 < i < n). In particular T0 = Tx for X = (1"). A maximal torus corresponding to X = (n) is called a Coxeter torus. If Tis a maximal torus of G, the Weyl group W(T) = WG (T) of T (in G) is defined to be NG(T)/T. If T corresponds to X = (A, > X2 > •• • > Xk), then W(T) is isomophic to Cw(wx), the centralizer of wx g W0= Wg(Tq) in WQ, wx = wx ■ ■ • wk, where w¡ g W0 is defined to be the cycle (■/: + 1, • • ■ ,ji+1) in W withy1, = E'~}iXm. Of course CWo(wx) is the semidirect product of IT//c=1(h';) and Wx = SrX ■ ■ ■ XS^A = (Xx > ■ ■ ■ >Xk) = (V-,.. .,nr»)), generated by the involutions Ui + 1. Jm+i + !)••• (yl+1, 7", + i)» where 1 <i,m <k are such that X, = Am. If T = Tx is constructed as above, then it can easily be seen that T has a complement in NG(T) < G which is the semidirect product of a subgroup of Y\f^x GL^(q)r' < G isomorphic to Yliml(w¡) by Wj (in fact conjugate to nf=1(n',> in GL"(<7"!) > G for a suitable m G N). Of course NG(T)/T is isomorphic to this complement. Abusing notation, we call this complement Weyl group of T, too. In addition, throughout this paper, WG(T) always denotes the complement of 7f in NG(T), whereas we shall denote the Weyl group of T in G in the original sense by NG(T)/T. So WC(T) < G.
Note in particular that WQ = WG(T0) is the set of permutation matrices in G. Now let L be a regular subgroup of G. Let Rf be the additive operator from X(L) to X(G) defined in the Deligne-Lusztig theory, where X(L) and X(G) are the character rings of L and G respectively over Af, following the notation used in [9] (there is no harm in replacing the algebraically closed field in [9] by Äf). For the definition and basic properties of these operators we refer to [15] .
In [10] J. A. Green has classified the irreducible characters of G. In the DeligneLusztig theory these are parametrized by G-conjugacy classes of pairs (s, ¡u) where í g G is semisimple and ¡u = Y\riA (cartesian product), with jtiA a partition of mA(s). So for semisimple s in G, let Ms be the set of all such products of partitions of mA(s). The corresponding character of G will be denoted by \ .
In [9] P. Fong and B. Srinivasan have classified the blocks of RG with their defect groups. Furthermore, they determined for each /--block the characters contained in it. Following the notation introduced in [9] we have a bijecton B -> BsX between the blocks B of RG and G-conjugacy classes (sG, X) of pairs (s, X), where i is a semisimple /-'-element of G and À the unipotent factor of B as defined in [9] . X can be derived from elements of Ms in terms of hooks and cores. We will need the following special case. Let AeFbe such that deg A = n and all roots of A have order prime to r. Then i = (A)e Gisa semisimple /-'-element. It can easily be seen that there is just one possible unipotent factor associated with s, say X, and we may write Bs = Bs x. Furthermore, it follows from [9] that Bs is a block with cyclic defect group and inertial index one. So there is just one irreducible ÄG-module M in Bs, and every irreducible ÄTG-module in Bs, when reduced modulo r, is isomorphic to M. Note that all definitions and formulas above (and the following as well) may easily be generalized to finite direct products of finite full linear groups. Now let 5 g G be semisimple, and consider L0 = CG(s). The center of L0 is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of linear characters of L0, and this isomorphism may be chosen such that sg = sg for all g G NG(L0), where the linear character corresponding to s will be denoted by s.
LQ is conjugate in G to TlGLm^s)(qde& A). In particular, the Weyl group WLç> = Ws = W of L0 is isomorphic to nSm (s). Consequently, the L0-conjugacy classes of maximal tori of L0 correspond bijectively to Ms. 
.).
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Let r¡ x be the exponent of /' in deg A • /iA for 1 < / < deg A • mA(s), and r, A = 0 for deg A • mA(s) + 1 < i < n. Set r¡ = Er, A, and define jx setting jx:= (V1,... ,nr"). It can easily be seen that a maximal torus of L0 corresponding to ¡u g Ms is also a maximal torus of G, contained in the G-conjugacy class of maximal tori of G corresponding to jû. The map -: ¡x -» jü is not injective in general (i.e. there are maximal tori in L0, which are not conjugate in L0 but in G), but if ju = n(lmA<i>) g
Ms,v g Ms and p # v, then ¡x ¥= v. In other words, the maximal split torus T = Ts ( = T) of L0 is not conjugate in G to T~. It is well known (see e.g. [15] ) that there is a bijection between the set of all irreducible characters of W = Ws and Ms, and between the set of conjugacy classes of W and Ms as well. So, for ¡u, X g Ms, let <K(A) be the value of the irreducible character of W corresponding to \x on the conjugacy class of W corresponding to À. Furthermore, let X be the number of elements in this class. Finally denote the restriction of s to 71, \x g Ms, again by s. Now define the generalized character x1'*1 of G by X-~ I W(X)RGn(s).
Then xv,t is up to sign the irreducible character x,^ of G (see e.g. [9, 1.18] ). Note that we may replace s by s8 = g~lsg for g g G. So we may assume in the following that s is given in the rational canonical form. In particular, 5 g T, L" = CG(s) = nGL"Mj)(4de8A) < G canonically, and W = Ws < W0. The endomorphism ring EndKC(KSG) of KSG is isomorphic to the group algebra KWS. Throughout this paper we will keep the notation introduced above. In particular, s g G will always denote a semisimple element of G, given in the rational canonical form, and Ms, W = Ws, T = Ts, L = Ls, P = Ps = LU, U = Us and S will be defined as above. If necessary, we will use the index s. Furthermore let b = bs be the block of RP containing S and e = es the block idempotent of b. By general arguments (see e.g. [8, 4.3] ), the blocks of RL are just those blocks of RP which contain U in their kernel, because U is a normal /-'-subgroup of P. In particular, U is in the kernel of b and all irreducible AfP-modules in b contain U in their kernel. So we may consider b as the block of RL and decompose it in b = Y\bA a(í) corresponding to the decomposition of L. If e0 is the block idempotent of b considered as the block of RL, then e = e0f with f = fs = |i/|_1E"e{/M. Note that / g RG for every choice of R G {R, R,K). Recall that the set of characters xf,M, where / is a fixed semisimple element of G and p runs through Mt, is called the geometric conjugacy class corresponding to t and is denoted by (/)c. Assume that x e (f)L and x g b. Then [9, 7A] implies in particular that t = sy, for some /--element^ G Ts. So we conclude 2.2. Lemma. Let ip be an irreducible character of P contained in b. Then \p = x for some x g (sy)L and some r-element y g T. Proof. Let \p be the character afforded by V. Then, by 2.2, \¡/ = x and x e (sy)L for somejj G T. Let t -sy. Then CL(t) = CL(s) = T. In particular, CL(t) is a direct product of multiplicative groups of fields, so, considered as a product of linear groups, its Weyl group is trivial, and (t)L contains only one element, namely xTherefore x = ±RjO\ and bv t15> 6-24], tyG = ±R%(t). Obviously the multiplicity (i) RS is an irreducible RP-module.
(ii) Let F G b be an irreducible constituent of KSF. Then V = KS.
We have seen in 2.1 and 2.3 that s g G satisfies 2.4 as long as its order is prime to /-. So the results of the following sections are always true in this case, but we will need it also for some special elements of the form sy, where s is a semisimple /•'-element of G and y is an r-element of CG(s). We have to verify 2.4 in these cases. We will prove later that (i) is always true if r divides q -1; in fact, it seems to be true in general, whereas (ii) is not satisfied by all semisimple elements of G. Let R& {R,R,K}.
Recall that RSQ = nRS(A)m^s). Now w g W acts as permutation on the factors of RS(A)m"U) for each Aef.
So RS£ = RS0 for all w G W, and obviously the ÄL-isomorphisms ty. RSq -* RS0 (considered as elements of End¿(AS0)) may be chosen such that twtw> = tWM> for all w, w' g W. In other words, in the language of stable Clifford theory (see e.g. [6] ), End-rh(RSq) = R W ( = R(H/L)) canonically.
In this section we will give a presentation of End¿ (RSG). For R = K this has been done by R. B. Howlett and G. I. Lehrer in [12] in a more general situation. They proved in particular that End KG(KSG) is the Hecke algebra /t[WJ (later we will give a concrete description of this algebra). This will be generalized to arbitrary R g {R, R, K }. But first we have to describe Sjf.
Consider WL, the Weyl group of L. Note that W, < W0. By [2, Chapter IV, 2.5]
there exists a bijection between the double cosets of WL in W0 and the double cosets of P in G given by WLw WL -» PwP ( w G W0).
3.1. Lemma. Let w, w' g W. Then w' g PwP if and only ifw = w'.
Proof. By the above it is enough to prove w' g W¡wWl, if and only if w = w'. Considering W as a symmetric group WL becomes a Young subgroup of W and the lemma follows from the well-known description of the double cosets of Young subgroups of symmetric groups. D Next we want to decompose the double coset PwP (w ^ W) into right cosets of P in G. So let V0 < G be the subgroup of G of all unipotent, lower triangular matrices, and set, for w e W0, l/w" = V<?~' n U0 and t/H+ = U0 n U0W. It is well known that l/0 = l7"+ Uy and i/"+ n Uy = (1). Let B < G be the group of all upper triangular matrices in G (Borel subgroup of G). Then every element of BwB c G may be uniquely written as gwu with g g j5 and w g Í/Mf (the Bruhat decomposition). So BwB is the disjoint union OuOEU-Bwu. Now let in particular w g Ws. Let m,, w2 g LTf and assume wux g Pwu2. Then w«! = u3xwu2 for some x g L and u3 g (7. By the Bruhat decomposition for L there exists g g B n L, w, g Wl and «4 g U, n Uy such that x = gwxu4. Now w4 g f/¿ c f/J", so wux = u3gwxwu5u2 with u, = uj e fi, hence wux g fiwjU'fi forcing w, = 1. Thus x g fi, and again by the Bruhat decomposition u2x = 1 and ux = u2. We have shown 3.2. Lemma. PwP = (Ju(¡u-Pwu (disjoint union) (w g Ws).
We still need 3.3. Lemma. Let V be a free finitely generated R-module with basis {v¡\i g /} for some index set I. Let J, (t G S~) be a family of pairwise disjoint subsets of I, x, = T.¡sjVj. Then the sum JLte^-x,R is direct and has an R-complement in V. By the Nakayama relations every Aw, w g W, induces an element BK g EndRG(5c) defined by Bw(s 9 g) = Aw(s)g for all g g G. Note that for w = 1 g W, Bw = Bx = 1 g EndRC(5c). Consider AfSc and extend Bw to an endomorphism of KSG also denoted by Bw (= 1 ® Bw). It can easily be seen that our definition of Bw coincides with the one given in [12, 3.8] .
Remember that Cc(s) = FIGL mA(s)(qdeiA) < G, W = WCo(s). Let W = Y\W(A) be the corresponding decomposition of W, where we may consider W(A) as the symmetric group S"1aU) permuting the natural basis of the vector space (GF(<7de«A))mA<i) over GF(<?deêA). Let ¿T(A) be the set of basic transpositions in W(A) (that is the permutation matrices corresponding to the transpositions of the form (/, i + 1) in Sm/iU), 1 < / < mA(s) -1). Then T= U^"(A) generates IF, where the union has to be taken over all A g J5". Furthermore, for w g h/ let lt(w) denote as usual the number of factors in a reduced (i.e. minimal) expression of w as product of basic transpositions, and note that lt(w) is uniquely determined.
The following lemma has been proved by R. B. Howlett and G. I. Lehrer in [12] considering Bw (w g W) as element of EndKG(KSG) in a more general context. We will give here a more simple proof of it (corresponding to the more simple situation), since we will need parts of the proof later on. aft(x) = 6 ® x for x g RS 9 1.
Obviously e is natural in X and y in B. Now as in stable Clifford theory (see e.g. [6] ) it can easily be seen, by the remarks made above, that e and y are isomorphisms. This proves the lemma. D
In the following we identify mod(Rs//RS) with the full subcategory of mod( RA/RS) of all finitely generated fiS-homogeneous RA-modules, which are annihilated by RI, where mod(RA/RS) denotes the category of all finitely generated fiS-homogeneous RA -modules. Note that simple objects of mod(Rs//RS) are irreducible RA -modules. The proof of the theorem mentioned above uses the generic algebra. We will introduce it here only for Weyl groups of type An (i.e. symmetric groups) using K instead of Q[ql/2, qx/2\. For the general case, more details and proofs of the following claims, the reader is referred to [1, 2, 4, 13] . (ii) implies aw = 0 if ailK, = 0, hence, repeating the argument using a reduced expression for w as the product of basic transpositions, ax = 0. Using (i) we conclude aw> = 0 for all w' g Wj, forcing x = 0, a contradiction. So a^-# 0 for all w' g H/, and (iii) implies ßt, = w or ß,, = -1.
Obviously the character x afforded by x(S(WJ) satisfies x(Tv) = ßv for all v g /. Therefore, using the specialization u -> 1, either ßt, = w for all v g ^"(specializing to the trivial character of IF,) or ßt, = -1 for all v G ^"(specializing to the alternating character of Wj). Normalizing ax = 1 we get Xj in the first andj>y in the second case. with basis (hx(xj) 9 w\w G Dj), {hq(Xj) 9 Tw\w g Dj) respectively. Let x be the character afforded by Xj = Xj&(W). Then, by the above, x¿ is the character afforded by Xjk), and Xj{) = Xjq) by construction of the identifying isomorphism t:
We need some results from the representation theory of symmetric groups. For details the reader is referred to [14] . Remember that there is a bijection between Mv and the set of all inequivalent irreducible characters of W, denoted by X «-> <i>x (À g Ms). If Sx denotes the Specht module over R corresponding to X G Ms, then AfSx affords <px. It may be constructed in the following way:
Let AA = A,>A2>---> Xk. Define/ = Jx to be the set of basic transpositions (/, / + 1), where (£"-i\,) + 1 < /' < (X>f-i%) ~ 1 for some Aef,0<m<)c- © R{zxSG)(l -e) = j{R~{zxSGe)) + R~(zxSG)(l -e),
hence the sum of all proper submodules of R(zxSG), too. Thus Ex is irreducible, and Dx occurs as a composition factor in Exe (in fact Dx < Ex ■ e/J(Ex ■ e)). Remark. Note that R(zxSGe), hence Dx and Ex ■ e, are contained in modRs,(Rs//RS) c modRsf(RA/RS).
5. In the previous section, we have worked out the way to use the Specht modules of AT [IF] for defining irreducible AG-modules. However, this only works after having achieved sufficient knowledge on the representation theory of fi [IF] , which at the moment is in the state of development. So we have to restrict ourselves to special cases.
Hypothesis.
Let s g G be semisimple satisfying 2.4 and assume r divides qde& a _ i yor an a g &with mA(s)* 0. [9] . These are all of the irreducible characters contained in Bs and the set of characters in (s)G restricted to the set of r'-elements of G form a basis of the space of Brauer characters of G contained in Bs. In particular, Bs just contains | Afy | many inequivalent irreducible Brauer characters.
Recall the definition of zx g fi [IF] , and let zx again be the image of zx in fi [IF] . Note that the assumption in 4.4 is satisfied if s g G satisfies 5.1, because r > 2, so zx * 0 by 4.4. Proof. By the above, Ep and E ■ are irreducible, and, by 4.6, the /L4-modules Dp, Dp. are irreducible, too. Furthermore, they are composition factors of Epe and Ep.e respectively. By 3.7, Dp S Dp,. If D (p g Ms/) occurs as a composition factor of Epe, then it occurs as a composition factor of R(zpSGe) = RSp, because Ep = R(zpSG)/J(R(zpSG)).
Thus, by 3.7, D» occurs as a composition factor of RSP, forcing ¡x > p. If Ep = Ep,, then Epe = Ep>e, hence Dp is a composition factor of Ep,e and Z>p< of Epe by 4.6. So, by the above, p < p' and p' < p forcing p = p', a contradiction. D Assume again 5.1 and let bXp be the multiplicity of Ep as a composition factor of R(zxSG). Inspecting the RA -module R(zxSGe) and applying 3.7, 4.6 we conclude 5.6. Corollary.
Let p g Ms r,, X g Ms. Then bXp < aXp. In particular, bXp =£ 0 forces X < p. Moreover, h" = 1. [9] . So far, we have determined \MSy\ many of them, namely (¿'pip g Ms/), by 5.5.
Let 8(BS) be a Sylow /--subgroup of CG(s), y G S(BS) and t = sy. We will vary t, thus all objects have to have the index / in the following.
Note that bt may be considered as an r-block of RL, with semisimple part s G Lt. Let the fiP,-module S, be defined as in 1.4 with t replacing í and S, replacing S. Our aim now is to find a sequence 1 = yx, y2,...,yk of /--elements in S It is easy to see that Lx <Gl4(9) LM if A -< ft. So assume that Lf < L^ for some g g GLk(q). Let Tx be a Coxeter torus of Lx. Then Tf is isomorphic to n/=1GF(^x') and is a maximal torus of L^, corresponding to a product Yl^=xv(h) of partitions v(h) of fxh (1 < h < m). So, for each h g {!,...,m), there exists a subset ßÄ of (1,... ,j} such that E,eaftA, = vih). Of course {ß,,... ,ßm} is a set partition of {1,...,/}. Thus In the following we will identify Mx with Uk=xMjy by this bijection.
We still need the following results: 6.5. Lemma. Let T < G be a maximal torus of G and 6 a linear character of T. Let u G G such that the minimum polynomial of u is (X -1)". Then (RG(6))(u) = 1.
Proof. Let E = Pp/J(Pp). Then, by 6.10 and 5.7, E = Ep, for some p' g Mx, say p g My /. Now Ep, is a composition factor of RSG, so Lj <GLy by 6.1. On the other hand, E , ■ e • = Dp ¥= (0) by 5.8, hence L;-< c L; again by 6.1. Therefore y = j' by 6.2. By 4.6 Dp, is a composition factor of Ep, ■ ey = (Pp/J(Pp)) ■ e,, so £>p = Dp, by 5.8. Therefore p = p' as desired. D Let s again be an arbitrary semisimple /-'-element of G satisfying 5.1. Let p G M j r>, X g My,l <j,j' < k, and denote the multiplicity of Ep as a composition factor of R(zxSG) by dXp, the (\My\ X |Aîf y|)-matrix (dXp) by Dyj and the decomposition matrix of R Wj by DJ.
6.12. Theorem. Lei s be a semisimple r '-element of G such that r divides qdeg A -1 for all A G ¿Fwith mA(s) ^ 0. Then the following holds:
(i) {Ep\p G Mx} is a full set of nonisomorphic irreducible RG-modules inBs.
(ii) Lei 1 <j,j'<k, p g M,,.,, X g Af,-. 77¡e/? dXp ¥= 0 implies that dr < dy. /« particular, if j <j', then Dyj = 0.
(Hi) Dü = D'forj^ {!,...,k).
Proof. Assume first that s = mA(s)(A) for some Aef. Then (i) is 6.10 and (ii) follows immediately from 6.1 and 6.2(i). So let y = j', and let R(zxSG) = C, > C2 >
• -■ > Cm> (0) be composition series of R(zxSG), C¡/Ci+X = E¡ for 1 < i < m setting Cm+X = (0). Then, by 6.10, E, = Ep for some p, G Mx. Obviously C, ■ eJCiJrXe, = (C,/Cj+i) ■ e, = Ej ■ ey. Let /' g (1,... ,m) and assume that E,c¡ ¥= (0). Then 6.1 implies immediately that p, G M,y, hence C,e7/C, + 1ey = £,ey = Dp is simple by 6.11. This shows that Cxej > C2ej > ■ ■ ■ > Cmej > (0) is a composition series of R(zxSG)e/. The standard basis theorem for Specht modules [14, 8.5] implies immediately that R(zxSG)et = zx(RSGej) < RSfej is a reduction mod r of the irreducible Af4y-module zx(KSGe¡). Counting multiplicities and applying 3.7, (iii) follows.
Now let s = Y[mA(s)( A) G G again be arbitrary. Define the Levi subgroup Lof G setting L = riGL m (J).deg A(<?), the parabolic subgroup P of G to be LU0, and let Ü be the unipotent radical of P. Then L contains CG(s) and all Ly (1 < j < k), thus M, with respect to L and M, with resepect to G coincide. Let b be the block of RL with semisimple part s lifted to P. Note that we may extend all results developed so far to parabolic subgroups of general linear groups, as long as we restrict ourselves to blocks containing the unipotent radical of the parabolic subgroup in the kernel. In particular, we may apply it to h. Note as well that the theorem holds for b by the construction of L and P, and by the above. So, for j, j' g {!,...,k), p g My, X g My, we denote by §,, Ep, Pp, Dyj the corresponding objects taken with respect to P. 6.14. Lemma. / satisfies 2.4(i) and RS, = RSj, where j = hts(y).
Remark. It is not true in general that t satisfies 2.4(h) too, as the example in 6.8 shows. In fact, here EndKG(KSG) = K, whereas End RG(RSG) = R[WX], and Wx is isomorphic to the symmetric group on two letters.
As an easy consequence we get 6.15. Theorem. Assume that r divides q -1 = \Z(G)\ and let x be an irreducible cuspidal character of G. Then x, restricted to the r'-elements of G, is an irreducible Brauer character.
Summarizing we get the following theorem. 6.17. Corollary. Let G = GL"(<7) for some natural number n and some prime power q, and let r be an odd prime not dividing q -1. Then the r-decomposition matrix of G is lower unitriangular.
